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Misc.(Bail) Case No. 385/2021 
 
28-10-2021    Seen the petition No. 1151/21, filed by petitioner/accused 

Hazorat Ali, seeking pre-arrest bail, in connection with Chariduar PS Case 

No. 166/21, u/s 120(B)/420/392 of IPC.  

   I have heard the learned lawyer appearing for both sides. I 

have also carefully gone through the contents of the case diary.     

   The allegation in the FIR is that on 14-09-2021 ASI Lakhan 

Nath of Chariduar Police station lodged an FIR alleging inter-alia that 

accused persons named in the FIR allegedly running a racket of selling gold 

pieces at low price in different places of Assam. It is also alleged that 

accused persons sometimes show gold pieces to intending customers and 

without handing it over to them, collected money but the customers did not 

lodge any police complaint out of fear. However, on 14-09-2021  

incollaboration with police personnel of Chariduar PS, Tezpur PS and 2 

sections of 30 BN CRPF conducted a raid in the house of Samed Ali of 

Gudamghat and recovered 5 Nos. of suspected fake gold piece (Boat 

shape), 3 Nos. of suspected fake gold piece (God Jishu idol shape), one No. 

of suspected fake gold piece of biscuit shape, one half no. of suspected fake 

gold piece (Boat shape),  one half suspected fake gold piece (God Jishu idol 

shape) and one mobile phone from his house. Along with it police also 

seized one Alto 800 Car bearing Registration No. AS 12 AB7886, One Swift 

Desire bearing Registration No. AS-01 EH 4677, cash amount of Rs. 

2,03,000/- along with few documents, clothes and two mobile hand set. 

Hence the case.   

   Learned counsel Mr. Munin Ch. Baruah appearing for state, 

vehemently objected the bail application contending inter-alia that a huge 

quantity of fake gold pieces were found in the possession of accused which 

are admittedly meant for cheating innocent customers. No one keep such 

huge amount of gold in own house for own use. Moreover, police also seized 

two vehicles along with cash amount which clearly suggests that accused 

were operating a syndicate targeting innocent public. Therefore, it is 

contended that accused do not deserve bail.  
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   On the other hand, learned counsel Mr. A.K. Saikia, appearing 

for accused vehemently contended that police wrongly mentioned the name 

of his client in the FIR showing his involvement in the fake business of gold 

pieces along with others. In fact, accused is a local person having his landed 

property. He is not involved in such activities as alleged in the FIR. Accused 

is ready and willing to co-operate with investigation and he will appear in 

police station if so needed. Therefore, Mr. Saikia contended that in the 

absence of any evidence in the case diary accused deserve to be released 

on pre-arrest bail.     

   Having heard the learned lawyers appearing for both sides 

and on careful consideration of the case diary, this court found force in the 

contention of the learned counsel appearing for the State as the case diary 

reveals formidable evidence of accused having been involved in running a 

organized crime of selling fake gold to innocent customers representing it to 

be original one. Moreover, the investigation is in progress.   

    Therefore, given the nature of allegation in the case diary, this court 

do not consider it a fit case to grant pre arrest bail to accused   

  In the result, the pre-arrest bail petition stands rejected.     

  Accordingly, this bail petition is disposed off.              

    

 
           (C.B. Gogoi) 

            Sessions Judge,  
                             Sonitpur,Tezpur. 

 
 

 
 


